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next pvpha general meeting: Aug. 21

COMMUNITY Improve your seat with Erica Poseley
CALENDAR
Aug. 6

Louise Koch dressage clinic
Info: 310-377-3507
Portuguese Bend Riding Club
Aug. 10

LSAC horse show
Info: palosverdes.com/lsac
Ernie Howlett Park
Aug. 21

PVPHA general meeting
Empty Saddle Club
Aug. 21-22

Got Seat? with Erica Poseley
Info: betsyinpv@gmail.com
Portuguese Bend Riding Club
Aug. 28

Louise Koch dressage clinic
Info: 310-377-3507
Portuguese Bend Riding Club

by BETSY SCHOETTLIN
VICE president, education

Come join the Palos Verdes Peninsula Horsemen’s Association and Palos
Verdes Dressage Society for a joint meeting with Erica Poseley. Poseley, who
has spent the last 20 years developing an expertise in the dressage seat, will
give a lecture and short live demonstration of her Got Seat? methods followed
by an informal question and answer session.
As an athletic woman checking in at just over 5 feet tall and 100 pounds,
Poseley felt she needed to get a “doctorate” in advanced seat and position to
be effective with any equine larger than a St. Bernard. Poseley’s background
in martial arts, tennis, skiing, surfing and a lifetime of riding gives her a deep
understanding of the many ways to teach and communicate with riders. She
works with all riders looking for a balanced and effective seat, regardless of
discipline.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. Aug. 21 at the Empty Saddle Club in
Rolling Hills Estates. As a reminder, the Empty Saddle Club requests that
meeting attendees leave their dogs at home. /

Sept. 5-7

Portuguese Bend National Horse
Show
Info: pcch.net
Ernie Howlett Park
Sept. 14

ETI Corral 8 horse show
Info: eticorral8horseshows.com
Ernie Howlett Park
Sept. 20

RHE City Celebration
Empty Saddle Club
Sept. 28

ETI Corral 8 charity horse show
Info: eticorral8horseshows.com
Ernie Howlett Park
Events listed here are not necessarily
sponsored or endorsed by the Palos
Verdes Peninsula Horsemen’s Association. To add an event, send the
information to pvpha2010@gmail.com.

Melody Colbert

The Landfill Loop Trail in Palos Verdes is particularly scenic this time of year.
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Melody Colbert

Dr. Ruth Sobeck presents local equestrian Alyssa Ross
with her prize for being honored with the PVPHA Youth
Achievement Award.
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RHE to consider
readjusting arena rules
at Chandler Park
by MELODY COLBERT
corresponding secretary
Multiple local riding instructors and students attended
the July 28 meeting of the Rolling Hills Estates Equestrian Committee to comment on new arena rules regarding
lessons at Chandler Park.
The new rules include the prohibition of use by instructors giving lessons or training clients’ horses from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. on Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
Only recreational riding is permitted during these hours.
Equestrian Committee Chairman Frank Zerunyan explained that the rules stemmed from a subcommittee
formed to address complaints that instructors were monopolizing the arena and that some riders were hesitant
to enter the arena during others’ lessons.
At that time, the city had already limited the number of
instructors and students—two instructors with two pupils
each—allowed in the arena. Instructors were also limited
to two hours of arena use.
After much discussion and deliberation by the subcommittee, it was decided that limiting use during certain
hours of certain days was the simplest and best option,
Zerunyan said.
He said that he saw the new policy as the most fair,
even if it resulted in the arena being unused during those
times, because it achieved the goal of providing access to
a public facility by the general public.
Trainers in attendance said the posted hours impose
a significant burden when trying to arrange lessons; the
arena is unused after noon because most people want to
ride earlier in the day when it’s cooler; and instruction
is shifting to other public arenas, such as those at Ernie
Howlett and Dapplegray parks, where the same issues
may arise. Additionally, trainers suggested adjusting the
public-only time to later hours in the day.
The committee decided ultimately that the subcommittee will further review the rules. Riding instructors are invited to participate in subcommittee meetings to provide
additional recommendations or adjustments before the
council takes up the item again.
For more information on subcommittee meetings,
email Community Services Director Andy Clark at andyc@ci.rolling-hills-estates.ca.us. /
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NEWS BRIEFS
RPV Recreation and Parks Director:
Horse trailer parking allowed at Ladera
Linda
Rancho Palos Verdes Recreation and Parks Director Cory Linder confirmed at the May 28 RPV Preserve Management public forum that equestrians
may park in the dirt lot adjacent to the paddle tennis
court at Ladera Linda, according the meeting’s minutes released June 30.
The question came up because a Volunteer Trail
Watch member was previously told that she could
not park in the dirt lot. /
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Trainer teaches fundamentals
of rider biomechanics
by BETSY SCHOETTLIN
vice president, education
Like many riders, when I’m taking
a lesson there are certain phrases that
I have heard repeatedly over the years
regardless of the trainer. “Stretch up;
heels down; sit more quietly; keep
your hands/legs still” are the particular bugaboos that follow me from
horse to horse and trainer to trainer.
Each trainer explains it a little differently, yet I never quite seem to leave
those particular things behind.
Recently, I decided that part of the
problem was that I was trying to fix
these things while trying to master a
movement on my horse—with mixed
results. Sometimes it all came together, while other times resulted in
a sort of spastic chaos.
In Europe, riders often start out on
the lunge line to develop a stable and
effective seat and hands before moving on to riding independently. Here,
it’s far less common. I wasn’t fortunate enough to get that sort of start,
and as a “vintage” rider having tried
to fix my seat and hands for years on
end, I was frustrated.
As I bemoaned my floppy core and
bouncing hands to a friend, an Albert
Einstein quote—“Insanity is doing
the same thing over and over again
and expecting different results”—
popped into my head, followed by,
“Do what you’ve always done and
you’ll get what you’ve always gotten.”
I resolved that I was going to do
something different. I remembered
seeing an ad for a trainer who worked
specifically on riders’ seats, and after
a bit of searching, I found Erica Poseley of GotSeat.com. Poseley studied
and developed her seat in Germany

with Egon Von Neindorf, one of the
most renowned masters of developing the seat. Poseley is also a certified “Mary Wanless Ride with your
Mind” coach. Wanless is considered
the “mother of rider biomechanics.”
After Poseley and I chatted on the
phone, I headed up to Watsonville for
an intensive two-day Got Seat? clinic.
In those two days I learned more
about my seat and position than I
have in years of lessons. Yes, many of
the things I learned I had heard before. But this time, they came with
detailed and specific instructions on
how to fix them that really worked.
I came home tired, sore, excited and
enlightened, and I babbled about it to
pretty much everyone I ran into.
Next thing I knew, I had organized
and filled a clinic with Poseley for the
Fourth of July weekend. For those
three days, 10 riders and at least that
many auditors watched and learned
their way to understanding rider biomechanics. With 100 percent of the

focus on the rider, it was fascinating
to see the horses respond every time
the rider got it “right,” even though
the riders weren’t touching the reins.
We all learned about creating our unmovable seat and “packing” our core.
The horses loved it! One of our riders went to a show just after the clinic, and her trainer said she rode better than she ever has.
During the breaks and at the barbecue on Saturday night, Poseley
kept our brains and bodies busy with
ground exercises and theory, answering endless questions and repeatedly
demonstrating her techniques.
Slowly but surely, my seat is stabilizing, and my hands are actually getting still. I’m getting new and different results and loving it.
Poseley's next clinic is scheduled
for Aug. 21-22 at the Portuguese
Bend Riding Club. For more information, contact Betsy Schoettlin at
betsyinpv@gmail.com. /
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Equine infectious anemia
discovered in California
racing quarter horses
by NICOLE MOORADIAN
dispatch editor
Since early June, nearly two dozen horses have tested
positive for equine infectious anemia—a disease caused
by a virus that destroys red blood cells in horses, according to a notice from the Animal Health Branch of the California Department of Food and Agriculture.
More than 150 horses that were exposed to the disease
have been tested, according to the notice, which was written by staff veterinarian Katie Flynn. Those horses will be
retested in 45 to 60 days.
“Epidemiologic investigations indicate the majority of
the positive horses participated in quarter horse racing
and had potential exposure to high-risk practices such as
the sharing of needles and other medical equipment or
the use of contaminated blood products,” Flynn wrote.
About 35,000 horses are tested in California each year,
and of those, there are only one or two confirmed cases
of EIA annually, Flynn wrote. Horses that are confirmed
positive for EIA must either be euthanized or quarantined for the rest of their lives at least 200 yards from
other horses.
A Coggins test detects the presence of EIA antibodies. /
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Equine behavior expert
talks natural horsemanship
Dr. Robert M. Miller is known for his ‘imprinting method.’
by MELODY COLBERT
corresponding secretary
Dr. Robert M. Miller—a world-renowned equine behavior expert, author, horse breeder, retired veterinarian, lecturer and more—gave a presentation about equine
behavior on July 12-13 at the Empty Saddle Club at the
invitation of local equestrian Michelle Goodwin.
For those of us who were fortunate enough to attend, it
was an event we will never forget. Miller shared with his
audience not only his understanding of equine behavior,
but also his obvious love for horses and animals in general; his sense of humor; and his affinity for people.
Miller took some time to explain the history of horses
as they influenced man’s development—that horses were
a central factor in the advancement of civilization until
the invention of the combustion engine about 100 years
ago. By the time he graduated veterinary school in 1956,
the equine population had shrunk from a high of 22 million to 2.2 million. Thanks to the popularity of horses being used for recreation, the current population is up to
around 9 million.
Though the concept of “natural horsemanship” was
documented centuries ago by Xenophon, there was widespread ignorance and a general lack of knowledge about
those ideas until the 20th century, when people such as
Tom Dorrance and Ray Hunt emerged as practitioners
and educators.
Miller sought out Hunt to discuss his observations
about equine behavior. Miller also wanted to validate his
methods by examining the scientific basis for why the
principles of natural horsemanship are so effective. He
presented the following “10 qualities of a horse’s mind”
as evidence. These are the traits that developed in horses in order to help them survive in their natural environment; however, horses are a highly adaptive species.
These qualities have been exploited by man for his own
purposes for centuries, whether with horses intended for
work or recreation:

1. The horse’s primary defense is flight. Each
prey species has a set distance it can flee that is just beyond that of its primary predator. While selective breeding has produced less reactive horses, there is no such
thing as a “bomb-proof” horse.
2. The horse is the most perceptive of all domesticated animals. Their sense of taste, hearing,
sight, and touch are all much more highly developed than
in humans. Therefore, horses react to things we cannot
perceive. Horses are programmed to react to stimulus—
they do not use reason.
3. Horses have the fastest reaction time of any
domesticated animal. Most injuries to humans around
horses occur on the ground because we become careless.
Miller recommends practicing “defensive horsemanship”
by expecting the unexpected and being mindful of potential hazards at all times around horses.
4. Horses are the most easily desensitized. Horses can be desensitized to any stimulus, as long as it doesn’t
cause pain, and become oblivious to it. Why? Because if
they could not, wild horses would never stop spooking or
running long enough to eat, drink or procreate!
There are three methods of desensitizing a horse to a
stimulus: a) Flooding: repetitious, rapid exposure to a
stimulus where a horse cannot escape. Eventually, he becomes permanently desensitized to it for life. Flooding is
risky because it can result in possible violent consequences—except in foals. b) Progressive desensitization: Similar to flooding, progressive desensitization is done slowly
over time instead of all at once. c) Retreat: A horse will
not see an object—such as a bicycle, tractor or an umbrella—as a threat when it moves away, and in fact, the horse
will often follow it. Horses do not fear predators, per se;
they fear predatory behavior such as stalking. This is why
horses will spook at stationary objects—it mirrors stalking. They will also, of course, spook at anything charging
toward them.
5. Horses are the fastest learners among domesticated animals. This trait is key to survival in a
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flight animal.
handling the animal would
6. Horses have the
experience in its life. He
best memory. They nevtapped on the bottom of its
er forget experiences, both
hooves to mimic a farrier;
good and bad! However the
he put a finger in the foal’s
very first experiences after
mouth like a bit, as well as
birth are the most influenin its ears and all other oritial, and the most indelible.
fices. His imprinting tech7. Horses have a domnique uses the flooding
inance hierarchy. Most
method, and he found that
wild animals live in packs,
by the second day of life,
and there is always a domihis foal was docile and unnance hierarchy wherever
afraid around people, but it
there is a group in nature.
did not lose its spirit!
Ruth Sobeck
Dominance does not mean Dr. Robert M. Miller poses with attendees of his presentaMiller wrote books and
cruelty; it means leader- tion at the Empty Saddle Club.
made videos of his techship. Whereas in the past
nique. One of his devotees
horses were dominated through physical coercion, people is Monty Roberts, who reported that by implementing the
have come to learn that by exhibiting leadership behav- imprinting technique on the thoroughbred foals bred for
ior, we can establish dominance.
racing at his farm, he had reduced the amount of time
8. Control of movement is the secret to horse spent on training them by 75 percent.
training. This is how leadership is established and reinMule fanciers were by far the fastest adopters of the
forced among horses in the wild, and we can do the same imprinting method. Because mules, by their very nature,
through the influence and the inhibition of movement in can be more challenging to train than horses, this method
a horse by controlling its feet.
has been a boon to them.
9. Horses use body language to communicate.
Miller cautioned that anyone who intends to apply his
Horses express dominance through bared teeth and flat- imprinting method needs to follow it precisely and not
tened ears, which are actions that mimic predatory behav- deviate from it, otherwise real damage and unintended
ior. To indicate submissiveness, they open and close their consequences may result.
mouths and make licking motions with their tongues, inMiller also shared his philosophy and advice in redicating they have accepted another horse or a trainer as sponse to questions from the audience.
their leader.
Laying down a horse, if done right—as in, not crudely
10. Horses are a precocious species. Horses’ sens- or improperly, which could have traumatic consequences are developed from birth, unlike puppies whose eyes do es—can have the benefit of increasing a horse’s subordinot open until days after they are born. A benefit of this is nation to a trainer or rider’s leadership.
that a foal is able to identify and “imprint” the sight, smell
Miller believes that due to pressure of showing in many
and sound of its mother fairly soon after birth, and follow disciplines, horses are being started and ridden too early
her should it become necessary to make a quick exit if a in life, and this is the greatest contributor to lameness.
predator approaches!
For a barn sour horse, make sure there is something
Keeping these principles in mind, Miller observed that enjoyable to do out on the trail. Go out for only a short
when he had handled three foals shortly after their dif- time and gradually increase the distance each time. Make
ficult births, the same foals recognized him and were it uncomfortable once the horse returns to the barn. Work
compliant when he came back to examine them weeks him in the arena, then leave him tied to the rail while
later—even though they had not been handled by anyone saddled with the cinch loosened for a while. Do this inin the meantime. He theorized through these and other stead of immediately unsaddling, grooming and feeding
observations that the brains of foals are programmed to as soon as he gets home—who would want to leave that?
permanently memorize stimuli in the first few hours and
Miller is also an accomplished cartoonist with four
days following birth, but that this is only a temporary books featuring his veterinary-themed cartoons. His
window of opportunity.
sense of humor was on display throughout the two-eveHe decided to test his theory on one of the foals he ning event and was the icing on the cake of an extremely
bred at his ranch by exposing it to all the types of routine informative and fascinating presentation. /
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Members
test knowledge
of equine trivia
during Horse
Jeopardy
by NICOLE MOORADIAN
Dispatch editor

courtesy Tiffany Chiu

PVPHA President Charlene O’Neil presents Horse Jeopardy first-place winners Tiffany Chiu, Victoria Barnino and Savannah Edmonds with their prize.

Four teams of three people competed in the third annual Palos
Verdes Peninsula Horsemen’s Association Horse Jeopardy meeting.
The program tests participants’
knowledge of equine trivia.
The first-, second- and third-place
teams each received cash prizes. (See
below for a complete list of winners.)
Also at the meeting, Dr. Ruth Sobeck presented Alyssa Ross with
her cash prize for the PVPHA Youth
Achievement Award.
Elections for the PVPHA Board of
Directors that were scheduled for the
meeting were not held.
Horse Jeopardy results
First Place
Tiffany Chiu
Victoria Barnino
Savannah Edmonds

Classified
GO ONLINE: Buy/Sell/Lease a Horse; Buy/Sell Tack; Rent/Find a
Stall. List your ad (including pictures and unlimited words) FREE at
palosverdeshorses.net.
Two-line classified advertisements are free to PVPHA members. To
submit a classified advertisement, email it to the editor of the Dispatch at pvpha2010@gmail.com.

Second Place
Danielle Allen
Melody Colbert
Frankie Foltz
Third Place
Sara Walters
Bruce Steckle
Nancy Wildman /
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Summer sores an ‘increasing problem’
in Palos Verdes, veterinarian says
by NICOLE MOORADIAN
dispatch editor
It’s been a bad fly season on the
Palos Verdes Peninsula. Not only
are flies aggravating, but they bring
about a risk for summer sores, according to a news release from Zoetis, the manufacturer of Quest Gel
and Solitude IGR.
“Summer sores are the product of a
stomach worm, or Habronema (muscae) infection,” Zoetis veterinarian
Dr. Nathan Voris said in the news release. “If Habronema and houseflies
are both present, summer sores can
be a problem for any horse.”
In a post on Facebook, local veterinarian Dr. Ruth Sobeck said that
Habronema are an increasing problem on the Palos Verdes Peninsula.
“This little nematode roundworm
does not cause much of a problem as
an adult, living in the horse’s intestines, but when the stable flies feed
in the horses’ manure, they pick up
the larvae and then transmit these
infective larvae to the next horse host
victim. These larvae, in a non-healing wound, are the cause of ‘summer
sores,’ but also are deposited in the
corners of the lips, eyes, genitals, and
in a few cases, in apparent unbroken
skin, likely as the fly actually bites the
horse for a blood meal.”
According to Zoetis, summer sores
are slow to heal and may remove a
horse from training or showing. The
news release mentions Carolyn Hornbeck of Raeford, N.C., who said she
dealt with a persistent summer sore
on her 10-year-old quarter horse.
“He was a healthy horse that I’ve
had for several years,” Hornbeck

Ruth Sobeck

Left: Sobeck uses a curette to scoop Habronema larvae from under the skin.
Right: The scoop of the curette holds the calcified larvae.

said. “It started out as a small sore on
his ankle and in no time at all, grew
into a large wound comparable to
the size of a giant filet (of steak) that
would not heal. After a costly surgical
procedure and eight months of treating several times, it scarred down to
the size of a quarter, and he was able
to go back to riding.”
Signs of Habronema infection include wounds that don’t heal properly, unusual bumps in the skin and
irritated eyes, Sobeck said.
“Extra diligent fly control and deworming protocols are important!”
she wrote on Facebook. “You will not
see the eggs in a fecal exam because it
is the larvae in the tissues that cause
the problem!”
Sobeck recommended stables implement fly control that includes disposing of manure—not just moving it
away from stalls and paddocks.

Voris expressed a similar opinion.
“Horse owners naturally tend to
focus on treating the horse with the
summer sore infection, but infective Habronema larvae are likely being shed by other, outwardly healthy
horses in the same environment,” Voris said. “Aggressively controlling the
Habronema stomach worm in every
horse on the property is extremely
important to prevent summer sores.
Working with your veterinarian to
develop a properly managed parasite-control program that includes
effective fly control and dewormer,
along with adequate sanitation, is the
best way to protect horses from future infections.”
Feed-through fly control supplements for horses, including Zoetis’
Solitude IGR, when combined with
manure removal could “make a difference” on the Hill, Sobeck said. /
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PVPHA unveils new website
by MELODY COLBERT
corresponding secretary
The PVPHA.org website has received a much-needed
facelift. New features include a calendar and a page detailing current issues facing the local equestrian community. Member Wayne Lunde is the “cover horseman” in a
photo taken as he was carrying out his duties on horseback as a member of the Volunteer Trail Watch in the
Palos Verdes Preserve recently.
We will change the background photo from time to
time. To submit a photo for the main background, please
make the dimensions 1600 x 500 and email it to Melody
Colbert at melcolbert@aol.com.
The new WordPress site and new PVPHA logo was designed by Sean DeLong and executed and hosted by Matthew M. Levitt. DeLong is a graphic designer who has
been generating creative marketing solutions for small

business and large international agencies for more than
seven years. Contact him at 562-706-0184, sean@seandelong.com or seandelong.com. /
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Interested in writing or
photography?

JOIN THE PVPHA
To join the Palos Verdes Peninsula Horsemen’s Association, clip and mail this form to
PVPHA
PO Box 4153
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274
Name:
Address:
City:

The Dispatch is always looking
for volunteer writers and photographers to help fill its next
issue. Contact the editor at
pvpha2010@gmail.com for
more information.

Dispatch
Advertising
Rates
and Policy

E-mail:

Monthly Rates:
Full Page (approx. 8″ x 10″) $150
Half Page (4″ x 10″ / 8″ x 5″) $75
Quarter Page (4″ x 5″)
$35
Business Card (2 ½″ x 4″) $20
Per Line			
$2

Referred by:

Two-line classified ads are free to members. Ads must be paid in advance.

Please indicate how much you would like to donate;
checks should be made payable to PVPHA:

SPECIAL: Pay for 11 months in
advance, and the 12th month is free!

State:			

		

ZIP:

Household membership

$

35.00

		Tax-deductible contribution
		
to Trail Protection Fund
$
					Total:

Email camera-ready ad copy to the
Dispatch editor at pvpha2010@
gmail.com or snail-mail it to
PVPHA
PO Box 4153
PVP, CA 90274

$

PVPHA Board of Directors
Charlene O’Neil, President
			
Nancy Wildman, VP Membership 			
Kelly Yates, VP Fiscal Affairs				
Sharon Yarber, VP Civic Affairs
		
Betsy Schoettlin, VP Education			
Michelle Sanborn, Treasurer 				
Erin Ryan, Recording Secretary 			
Melody Colbert, Corresponding Secretary		
Dispatch edited by Nicole Mooradian.

Please mail checks payable to
PVPHA to
PVPHA
PO Box 4153
PVP, CA 90274

310-548-3663
310-729-3266
310-704-7226
310-378-9412
310-465-1379
310-770-4468
310-413-4679
310-427-4378

Any additional printing costs must
be paid by the advertiser.
DEADLINE for the receipt of
ads is the 20th of the month.
Need an ad designed?
Dispatch editor Nicole Mooradian can help. Email her at
nicole@nicolemooradian.com
for rates.

The PVPHA “Dispatch” is a
publication of the Palos Verdes
Peninsula
Horsemen’s
Association, a charitable nonprofit organization classified by the IRS as a
publicly supported tax-exempt organization. Please direct all editorial
correspondence to:
PVPHA
PO Box 4153
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274

PVPHA
PO BOX 4153
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274

